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Abstract: Thhe informatioon system for
f
assisting the
manufacturingg equipment diaagnostics and repair
r
based on
o the
pictorial nesteed structure eqquipment modell has been desiigned
and experimenntally tested. It
I is an open system
sy
with graadual
structure refinning and expanding possibiliity. Pictorial model
m
can be suppleemented with reelevant data in form of docum
ments,
situation pictuures, remarks and other data objects
o
accordiing to
the experiencee gained from equipment opeeration and prooblem
diagnostics prrocedures. Thatt information syystem can be shhared
among authorrized and registtered users relaated somehow to
t the
equipment conncerned becausse it is designeed as an appliccation
based on interrnet technologiees and client/server structure.
Key words: eqquipment diagnnostics, service information syystem,
pictorial objecct, nested hierarrchy
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Without exaggeration, it is possible to link any equippment
repair proceduure success and its efficiencyy with the macchine
failure diagnostic analyse. Thhere is a wide choice
c
of diagnnostic
methods and routines for testing electtronic circuits and
components, mechanic,
m
pneuumatic and otherr in principle reelated
systems. The real solution of diagnostic problems
p
is mostly
m
facing a com
mplex mixture of electronicc, optic, mechhanic,
pneumatic andd other differennt modules in thhe equipment design
d
influencing itss proper functioon. There is neccessary to evaluuate a
relative large data amount, especially
e
of design
d
characterr, for
the sake of successful
s
and accurate diaggnostics (Hu et
e al.,
2003). The original
o
equipm
ment data is to be found inn the
equipment tecchnical documeentation, like usser and maintennance
manual, basic troubleshootingg manual, and in
i exceptional cases,
c
there is an oveerview drawinggs and schematiics documentatiion at
disposal for thhe new equipm
ment. The serviice support stafff for
the specific equipment is trained either in frames off the
equipment producer organnisational struucture or by the
authorized reppresentative com
mpany. Despitee the training quuality
and its compreehensive contennt, such trainingg can never covver all
design detailss, and above all, informatioon gained in such
intensive way is deteriorated by forgetting process,
p
and byy lack
of concentratioon due to excesssive training pace and variouss sort
of informationn quantity. On
O the other side,
s
the diagnnostic
experience proovides preciouss knowledge grradually, but theere is
necessary to record
r
them syystematically foor the future use
u in
case of same or
o similar probllem. Piece of knowledge
k
impoortant
for efficient diagnostics can
c
be derivedd from equippment
operation circcumstances, as well (Koo ett al., 1999). These
T
circumstances differ at diffe
ferent users acccording to opeerator
qualification level, workingg load in baatch or continnuous
m
technoological disciipline, preveentive
operation mode,
maintenance standard
s
etc. Thherefore, it seem
ms to be very wise to
build the exiisting static daata representedd by the techhnical
documentationn in the dynam
mic informatioon system withh the
capability to declassify trannsparently currrent data and their
continuous extension and modification according too the
diagnostic annd operation experience inttegration (Sim
msion,
2007).

The
T concept off information ssystem has to respect
r
the factt
that there are peopple of different profession, qu
ualification andd
hnological experrience level coooperating in thee organisationall
tech
systeem of equipmennt operation, m
maintenance, setting and repair..
Amo
ong these peoplle, we can find not only expertts with detailedd
know
wledge of equuipment functioon and design being able too
perfo
form diagnosticc and repair action in case off failure. Theree
are also other people execuuting equipmeent operation,,
hnological manaagement, spare parts procurem
ment and others..
tech
All participants
p
aree interrelated w
with the commu
unication spacee
posssessing relevantt technical term
minology and data.
d
This spacee
shou
uld serve for unambiguous understanding of transferredd
instiigations. Such instigation could be either the equipmentt
funcctional failure description forr a service inteervention, or a
sparre part to be ordered description. The communication
c
n
dem
mands are furtther increased due to the organisationall
segm
mentation of innvolved people. They could represent
r
a few
w
not interrelated
i
subbjects. One of thhe participating
g subjects is, off
courrse, the manufacturer of equipm
ment concerned
d who providess
the relevant user documentation and possiblly the servicee
docu
umentation at thhe equipment ddelivery and insstallation. He iss
usuaally the spare parts supplier in course of equipment lifee
perio
od. The other subject is thhe equipment owner who iss
interrested in troubble-free operattion, and also in return onn
inveestment. The coommunication space is also very
v
frequentlyy
sharred by a third suubject whom is the company representing
r
thee
equiipment manufacturer in the aarea of equipmeent users. Thatt
com
mpany mostly guuarantees not onnly sales transaactions, but alsoo
warrranty and out-of-warranty repaairs.
The
T above menntioned brief sittuation analyse yields a certainn
ideaa about requirem
ments on suchh information system
s
conceptt
ensu
uring the simpple accessibiliity of data and
a
fault freee
com
mmunication am
mong participatinng subjects.
Our
O goal was not to design an all-purposee “omniscient””
systeem containing all possible ddata including company data..
We have aimed our
o effort at thhe technical siide of keepingg
certaain equipment operable, and create an equip
pment orientedd
inforrmation system
m for a serviciing company (Teorey et al.,,
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2006). Such system should be accessible for all subjects
mentioned above.
The default object in our information system is particular
equipment, and its pictorial model enabling the hierarchical
branching from the general composition down to function
modules and to basic parts. The pictorial model respects
equipment design and composition through the hierarchical
nesting of various levels pictorial representation. Those
representations start at the main level what is the relevant
equipment view (front, back, left side, right side), and continue
through sensitive picture areas down to individual parts. The
pictorial representation of the equipment model has been
chosen as a crucial communication element with the respect to
potential users having different levels of technical knowledge.
Each pictorial element on any complexity level can be
accomplished with further data, for example in text form in
different usual formats, or perhaps supplementary pictures and
video sequences. The pictorial object representation is much
more comprehensible and in a way independent on the
knowledge of expert terminology, foreign language or the
equipment itself. The advantages come out primarily during
failure situation solving when the service engineer receives
(mainly via phone) the first information about problem
occurrence and its symptoms with approximate location. Both
participants can use the internet browser to look at the
equipment in relevant areas during that phone call. The pictorial
object is very useful also during spare part ordering process
when such transaction takes place only between sales
coordinators.
The advantages of universal access of information system
authorised users can be fully employed only when the user
momentary location does not play any role. That is why the
computer web interface is the basic prerequisite and concept
attribute.
Another conceptual attribute represents the information
system openness what means the on-the-fly possibility to fill up
and modify data in the centrally administrated data system
(Simsion et al., 2005). No equipment gets by on a rigid data
model inserted at the very beginning. There are design
modifications, components supplied by different suppliers,
application program upgrades, experience and reliability data
collection, diagnostics, etc. Also the set of equipment is to be
extended and new users added.
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object and data entry should be the senior expert or the head of
service team. That person is supposed to add new equipment
objects, create their hierarchical structure, attribute items, and
relevant documentation. Technical details, new knowledge and
experience records, interesting details or situation pictures
could be inserted by any service engineer having relevant
access rights. The supplementary sales and administration data,
like spare parts price list, certificates and sales contracts can be
inserted by authorized company sales coordinators. The
registered equipment users can browse certain areas of the
information system, like spare parts ordering numbers and
prices. They even can insert their remarks and operational
observations which can extend the service team knowledge
base for sake of more accurate and more rapid diagnostics or
preventive measures. The Java Script application ensured a fast
and problem-free HTML operation. The three layer image
structure together with Java Script made it possible to realize a
system of sensitive area definition in the pictorial objects.
These areas are sensitive to mouse click and after that they
open access to the lower level of the equipment pictorial
structure and further down to individual pictures of design
details and parts. Besides the nesting paths to a pictorial detail,
it is possible to evocate relevant supplementary data in usual
text or multimedia format at each nesting level.

4. CONCLUSION
The experimental realization of the service information
system has proved expected equipment pictorial structure
communication possibilities and advantages. That pictorial
nested equipment model with related supplementary extensible
data set can serve for ease of equipment diagnostics and
problem solving in course of its operation life. The pictorial
model is applicable for any equipment, and the only starting
prerequisite is to create the hierarchy based on pictures with
mouse click sensitive areas to move in it, and also to append the
supplementary data documents. The experimental system
application was running correctly with all current browsers in
the viewing mode.
As a next step, we plan to optimize the necessary hardware
requirements bearing in mind the cost efficiency. The first trial
implementation with only a few equipments was aimed at the
SMT process. Our next real practical implementation shall be
both for measurement university lab devices and for our partner
company devices in the area of diagnostics, test and calibration
appliances.
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Fig. 2. Information system basic attributes

3. INFORMATION SYSTEM REALIZATION
We have chosen technologies like HTML, JavaScript, PHP
and MySQL for our experimental information system
realisation. The system for data administration and retaining in
the MySQL environment is centralized on the PHP server. The
new object entry or gradual completion is possible by system
users according to their access rights and data nature via client
computers connected to the internet and having a HTML and
Java Script compatible browser. The person responsible for
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the Czech Republic in the range of research projects No. MSM
7088352102.
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